CPW has developed the latest in modular conveyor systems for industry. This unique open style conveyor was designed for applications where dust can build up causing complications with the function of the chain.

This unique open style universal frame design can accommodate any combination of the 882 series table top chains; 4.5", 7.5", 10.0" and 12.0". We don't stop there, this frame can also accommodate any width of hinged plastic belts, from 3.0” through 60.0” and wider. The flexibility still goes on, we also offer this unique modular design with a variety of wearstrip materials; UHMW, oil impregnated wood, nylatron and many others.
Above shows a cross section of a single strand of 882 Tab K-12.0” chain (on the left) and a cross section of a single strand of 12.0” wide modular plastic belt (on the right). While the cross sections are different they both incorporate the exact same side frame. The open design allows dust and dirt to flow through and not accumulate on top of the frame under the chain.

Please visit our website www.cpwsystems.com and check out some of our latest offerings. One of the most exciting new items is our latest in automatic adjustable rails systems called - R.A.V.E. Guide Systems.